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VOCABULARY-I

Consular(adj-)वाणिणयिदूतीि,ambassador, official representative of government

India responds to Pakistan on Jadav’s consular access.

Unimpeded (adj-) बेरोक, not obstructed or hindered.

From this balcony you can enjoy an unimpeded view of the mountains.

Augurs (v/n+) भणवष्ि बतलाना, soothsayer, foretellers of bad omen/ outcome.

Augurs have always been a favourite of Shakespear's work.

Espionage (n+) जाससूी, spying, undercover work.

There is an atmosphere of espionage after the sudden death of the P.M.

Purported (adj-) कणित, appearing or stated to be true, alleged.

The story purports to explain the origin of the game of chess.



VOCABULARY-II

Perennial (adj/n) बारहमासी,everlasting, perpetual, never ending.

The show F.R.I.E.N.D.S is a perennial favourite.

Enervating (v-) कमजोर , exhaust, weary, feel drained of energy.

Researchers found it enervating to work in the humid jungle heat.

Canny (adj-) चालाक, shrewd, astute, sharp-witted, clever.

Many canny leaders have switched parties after the recent elections.

Arid (adj-) बंजर, waterless, parched/ lacking interest or excitement.

After several arid years Nirma company has started to become successful.

Prodigious(adj+)अस्वाभाणवक,impressively great in size, extent, huge, enormous

India has the world’s most prodigious consumers.



matics

Carrot and stick policy

Meaning – policy of reward and 

punishment.

2. Call on somebody.

(Phrasal verb)

Meaning – ask for an answer or  

opinion.

Fear or hatred of books

Bibliophobia

Fear of getting married, being in a 

relationship, or commitment.

Gamophobia

PHRASES & IDIOMS / ONE WORD SUBSTITUTION



Freeing Kulbhushan
Pakistan’s delay in giving full consular access reveals a non-serious 
attitude to ICJ order…

Two weeks after the International

Court of Justice at The Hague ruled

in favour of India in the case of

Kulbhushan Jadhav, Pakistan has

yet to take the first step towards

implementing the order: providing

him “consular access”.



 In its verdict on July 17, the ICJ had decided near-unanimously that by

not informing India immediately of Mr. Jadhav’s arrest in 2017, by not

informing him of his rights, and not allowing the Indian High

Commission to meet with him and arrange for his legal representation,

Pakistan was in violation of the Vienna convention on consular relations.

 Although Pakistan’s Foreign Ministry had offered a meeting between Mr.

Jadhav and the Indian High Commission in Islamabad on Friday

afternoon, the offer came with conditions, including CCTV cameras on

proceedings, and a Pakistani official being in the room during the

meeting.



 This was a violation of the unimpeded consular access that the ICJ had

ordered, and India decided to reject the offer until Pakistan reconsiders

its conditions. India’s concerns are three-fold.

 First, Pakistan’s delay in granting full consular access displays a non-

serious attitude to implementing a clear-cut order from the UN’s highest

judicial body.

 Most importantly, the nature of the conditions indicates Pakistan wants to

monitor what Mr. Jadhav tells Indian officials closely, as much of their

original case, as presented to the public, rested on his purported

confession.



 The allegations by Pakistan that the Indian Army is deploying cluster-

munitions on civilian areas (firmly denied by the government), and the

Army’s claim that several Pakistani regulars and terrorists were killed in

an infiltration attempt by a “Border Action Team” (BAT) have ratcheted

up tensions further.

 The government’s ham-handed reaction to the threats, of cancelling the

Amarnath Yatra, pulling out tourists and pilgrims and raising security

levels in the valley further, have only added to the narrative.

 It would indeed be a tragedy if the situation overshadows the fate of Mr.

Jadhav, just when hopes had been raised by the international court

verdict to help secure his freedom.








